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Answer six questions.
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Discuss the relationship between quantisation noise and the number of
quantisation levels in pulse code modulation (PCM).

1. (a)

(b)
[6 marks]

A microwave link using 64 QAM modulation is used to carry three signals of 5
MHz, 10 MHz and 15 MHz bandwidth respectively, which have been encoded
using PCM. If the carrier modulation rate is 6x 107 phase changes per second,
what is the maximum possible signal to quaniisation noise ratio in dB?

[10 marks]

2. (a) Compare the capacities ofBPSK, QPSK, and QAM systems.
[8 marks]

Illustrate the timing of the packet and acknowledgement transfers for a
data-link which uses an "alternating-bit" ARQ scheme and from this
determine an expression for the utilization, U, of the data-link when the
data-link is error-free and also when the data-link has errors.

(b) (i)

[6 marb']
A data link is 100 kIn long and uses a data rate of 150 Mbps. It uses a
data packet size of 2000 bits, and an acknowledgement size of 50 bits.
The propagation delay of the line is 5 j.ls/km. Determine the utilization of
the data-link when the link is error free and also when the link has a bit
error probability of 0.01.

(ii)

[2 marks]
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3. (a) Illustrate and briefly describe the three common network topologies which are
used for local area networks (LANs).

[6 marks]
(b) For LANs using Ethernet protocols describe the following:

(i) The CSMA/CD algorithm.

[4 marks]
(ii) The truncated binary exponential back-off algorithm.

[4 marks]
An Ethernet LAN has a data rate of 10Mbps and uses a frame size of 1000 bits.
Determine the maximum length of the LAN if the speed of propagation is
2 x 108 m/s.

(c)

[3 marb]

4. The channel diagram below represents the "binary erasure channel": -

-pP(xo) = a Yo

P(xJ=l-a y,
I-p

Binary Erasure Channel Diagram

The output Y2 = e indicates an "erasure" - that is, the output is in doubt and should be-:

erased. Show that if we consider Y to be a source generating symbols Yo' YI and e :
with probabilities appropriate to the channel diagram then: -

(a) H(Y)=Q - pX(a-l)log2(1-a ]-alog2[a ]-log2(1- p])- plog2(P]. [6 marks]

(b) H(l1X)=-plog2[p]-(I- p)log2 [1- p]. [6 marks]

[5 marb]The channel capacity C" = 1- p.

5. (a) For a linear block code (and assuming the usual notation), prove that the
syndrome s is the sum (modulo 2) of those rows of HT (where AT denotes the
transpose of the matrix A) corresponding to the error locations in the received
vector r.

[6 marks]

Consider a single-error-correcting linear block code with the following H
matrix: -
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1

H

1 1

0 0

1 0

0 1

0 1 1
1 1 0
1 1 0
0 0 0

0

1

0

0

(i) Deduce the code vector c corresponding to
the data vector: -

1] [3 marb]d = [1 1 0 0 0

OJ) Show how the error correction process can
remove the effect of the following error
pattern e1 on the code vector c of part (i)
above: -

0 0 0 0].e) = [0 0 0 0 0 0 [4 mark]

(iii) Illustrate the failure of the linear block code
to remove the effects of the error pattern e2
on any code vector c of this linear block
code: -

1]e2 = [0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 [4 marks]

6. Typical expressions for ASK and PSK modulated waveforms representing binary data,
where in each case T is an integer times 1/ fc , are as follows: -

ASK PSK

s;(t) = { S](t) = A] COS[OJct]

S2(t) = 0
( )- { Sl (1)= A2 COS[{J)ct]S~ -

I S2(1) = -A2 COS[{J)ct]

O~t~T

O~t~T
O~t~T
O~t~T

In addition, the probability of error for a binary modulation scheme (denoted MOD)
with optimum detection in the presence of A WON with a power spectral density of
17/2 W 1Hz is given by: -

_J~- ~ ~2qpMODe

where
interval).

Ed denotes the energy difference in the appropriate signal (over a single bit

Derive expressions for PeASK and p;SK(a) [5 marks]

(b) If the average signal energy per bit for the ASK and PSK
modulation schemes above is made equal, derive the following
expression for the enhancement in reliability, denoted E, achieved
by choosing PSK over ASK when both schemes deliver the same
bit rate: - [5 marb]
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